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The magnetopolaronic generalization of a Majorana-resonant-level (MRL) model is considered for a single-level
vibrating quantum dot coupled to two half-inﬁnite g = 1/2 Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) leads. A qualita-
tively new non-trivial formula for the effective transmission coeﬃcient and differential conductance for reso-
nant magnetopolaron-assisted tunneling is obtained under the assumption about a fermion-boson factorization
of corresponding averages. This approach is valid for the case of weak magnetopolaronic coupling in a system.
Surprisingly, it is found that despite a supposed weakness of interaction between fermionic and bosonic sub-
systems in that case, a strongly correlated electron transport in the system reveals features of strong (and,
hence, anomalous ) magnetopolaronic blockade at zero temperature if the energy of a vibrational quantum is
the smallest (but nonzero) energy parameter in the system. Such an effect should be referred to as magnetic
phase-coherent magnetopolaron-assisted resonant tunneling of Andreev type, that originates from a special,
Majorana-like, symmetry of magnetopolaron-coupled tunnel Hamiltonian. The effect predicted in this paper
can be used as an experimental ﬁngerprint of Majorana-resonant level situation in single-electron transistors
as well as for detection of ultra-slow zero-point oscillations of suspended carbon nanotubes in the Majorana-
resonant level regime of electron tunneling through corresponding single-electron transistors.
Key words: electron tunneling, Majorana resonant level model, Luttinger liquid, re-fermionization,
magneto-mechanical coupling, magnetopolaron
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Resonant tunneling in strongly interacting electron systems, particularly, in different types of molec-
ular single-electron transistors (SETs) is an attractive point in quantum mesoscopics due to the rich
physics rooted in many related challenging problems [1–12]. The quantum mesoscopic setup in question
is a single-electron molecular transistor modelled as a single-level quantum dot (QD) vibrating along
the y-axis in a perpendicular (i.e., oriented along z-axis) constant magnetic field [13, 14]. Such a QD
is weakly coupled to two one-dimensional (in x-direction) leads (long enough quantum wires or car-
bon nanotubes) by means of two tunnel barriers [11]. The half-infinite one-dimensional leads imply an
electron-electron interaction, which is described by Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) model with con-
ventional TLL correlation parameter g = (1+UTLL/pivF)−1/2, (0 < g < 1) defined by the “bare” constant
UTLL of electron-electron interaction in TLL leads [15, 16]. For the most general situation of arbitrary g
and arbitrary magnetopolaronic coupling in a quantum dot, it is impossible to solve the electron transport
problem exactly [15]. At the same time, in the most simple case of noninteracting (Fermi-liquid or FL)
leads (if g = 1) both polaronic and magnetopolaronic SET models behave very similarly and it is even
difficult to distinguish between them [13, 14]. On the other hand, as it was shown earlier for the special
value g = 1/2 of TLL correlation parameter, in the absence of any quantum vibrations of QD, the
problem of resonant electron tunneling is exactly solvable even in the case of asymmetric tunnel coupling
[9, 11, 17]. In this model, in the case of symmetric tunnel couplings, theMajorana-like symmetry emerges
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in the tunneling Hamiltonian, and this is known as the TLL-realization of the Majorana-resonant-level
model (MRLM) or simply as a spinless Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid resonant-level (TLLRL) model [16].
Recently, it was shown by the author for the polaronic generalization of TLLRL-model (see [10]) that
in the case of strong electromechanical coupling, a novel type of Andreev-like resonant polaron-assisted
tunneling is realized in the system. The latter polaronic g = 1/2 TLLRL model strongly differs from the
polaronic model of SET with noninteracting (i.e., Fermi liquid) leads [8, 10]. Thus, one may ask whether
the magnetopolaronic MRL-model differs from polaronic MRL model or, as it takes place in the Fermi
liquid case, these models are qualitatively similar? An unexpected answer to this question will be given
herein below.
In this paper, it is originally shown for the SETmodel with weak magnetopolaronic coupling that even
in the case of symmetrical tunnel couplings between vibrating quantum dot and g = 1/2 TLL leads, at the
Toulouse point in Coulomb interaction strength (between TLL-leads and quantum dot) i.e., in the MRLM
case [11, 16], the model exhibits a strong suppression of differential conductance in the zero-temperature
limit of electron transport through the junction. A corresponding novel formula for the transmission
coefficient of strongly correlated electrons in the magnetopolaronic Majorana-resonant-level model is
derived.
It is reasonable to start with the Hamiltonian of magnetopolaronic g = 1/2-TLLRL model already in
its re-fermionized form (one can see corresponding unitary transformations in references [10, 11]):
Hˆ = Hˆl + Hˆd + Hˆt. (1)
Here, the first term describes a quadratic Hamiltonian of half-infinite one-dimensional g = 1/2 TLL
leads: Hˆl =
∑
± 1/2pi
∫
dx[Ψˆ+±Ψˆ±(x)]2 =
∑
± 1/2pi
∫
dx[∂xΦ±(x)]2. (Here and below, we put e = 1
and ~vg = ~vF/g = 1 with “bare” Fermi velocity vF.) Operators Ψˆ±(x) = exp[iΦ±(x)
√
2]/√2pia0 (here
g = 1/2) stand for composite fermions (being spatially nonlocal in x-direction) (see e.g., reference [11] for
details) and, hence, they fulfil standard fermionic anticommutation relations {Ψˆ±(x), Ψˆ+±(x ′)} = δ(x− x ′)
[11]. The corresponding transformed bosonic phase fieldsΦ±(x) are connected with conventional bosonic
phase fieldsΦj(x) ( j = L,R) of plasmonic charge density excitations in the j-th lead ( j = L, R) by relation:
Φ±(x) = [ΦL(x) ±ΦR(x)]/
√
2 (see reference [11]), where each j-th phase field is defined on the full axis
x ∈ (−∞;+∞) with its half-axis (−∞;−0) and (+0;+∞) corresponding to right- and left-moving chiral
components of this quantum field.
The difference between chemical potentials of noninteracting electrons in the remote reservoirs is
proportional to the bias voltage V being applied to the leads at the points x = ±∞ (see, [11]). The
second term in equation (1) Hˆd = ∆dˆ+dˆ + ~ω02 (pˆ2y + yˆ2) represents the transformed Hamiltonian of a
single-level vibrating quantum dot (QD) at the Toulouse point in Coulomb interaction between QD and
TLL leads (see references [11, 12]). Here, dˆ+ (dˆ) are standard fermionic creation (annihilation) operators
at a resonant level of QD; ∆ = ∆(Vg) is the resonant level energy driven by Vg-gate voltage being applied
to QD electrostatically.1 In the case of MRL-coupling, one should put ∆(Vg) = 0. One can always
satisfy the latter “resonance” condition since Vg is an independent parameter in the model. Thus, in the
magnetopolaronic MRLM case of interest, one can write down
Hˆd = Hˆv =
~ω0
2
(
pˆ2y + yˆ
2), (2)
i.e., the transformed Hamiltonian of fermionic resonant level of QD in the magnetopolaronicMRLM case
contains only vibronic degrees of freedom. In equation (2), ~ω0 is the energy of vibrational quantum,
and pˆy , yˆ are the dimensionless bosonic operators of the momentum and center-of-mass coordinate of
QD in y-direction. Then, the transformed tunnel Hamiltonian [the third term in equation (1)] takes the
form:
Hˆt = dˆ+
[
γL Xˆ+L Ψˆ−(0) + γR Xˆ+R Ψˆ+−(0)
]
+
[
γLΨˆ
+
−(0)XˆL + γRΨˆ−(0)XˆR
]
dˆ, (3)
1All energies in the system are counted from the Fermi energy of TLL leads; in our model it is convenient to put Fermi energy
to be equal to zero. Besides that, the “magnetopolaronic” shift of resonant level due to magnetopolaronic coupling is already taken
into account in the parameter ∆(Vg) [10, 13].
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where, following the references [11, 12] we defined Ψˆ−(0) = [Ψˆ−(0−) + Ψˆ−(0+)]/2, and γL(R) are the
tunneling amplitudes for the left- and right TLL lead, correspondingly. (In our notations: γ2L + γ
2
R = Γ0
is the “bare” width of the fermionic level of QD in a standard wide-band-limit (WBL) approximation
[11].) A novel element in equation (3), as compared to the conventional exactly solvable g = 1/2 TLLRL
model of reference [11] without quantum vibrations, is the “magnetopolaronic” renormalization [13] of
the tunneling amplitudes by bosonic operators:{
XˆL = exp(−iφyˆ),
XˆR = exp(iφyˆ), (4)
that describe the influence of a fluctuating Aharonov-Bohm phase acquired by the electron in the
process of resonant tunneling [13]. In equation (4), φ = Φ/√2Φ0 = ey0D0Bz/
√
2hc is a dimensionless
magnetopolaronic coupling constant, where y0 =
√
~/Mω0 is an amplitude of zero-point oscillations of
theQDcenter-of-mass coordinate in the y direction (M is themass of quantumdot);D0 is the characteristic
distance between two TLL leads (i.e., the characteristic size of QD region in the x direction); Bz is the
absolute value of z component of a constant external magnetic field, which is non-zero only in the region
of the length D0 between two TLL electrodes. Obviously, bosonic operators in equation (4) have the
following symmetry: Xˆ+L(R) = XˆR(L) as well as(
XˆL(R) ⇔ XˆR(L)
)
= (yˆ ⇔ −yˆ) . (5)
This symmetry, as it will be clear herein below, fixes definite values of relative Aharonov-Bohm phase
of the tunneling electron in each vibronic channel. Furthermore, as it was mentioned in [11], since the
“charge”-density Φ+(x)-channel is decoupled at the Toulouse point, one can rewrite the current operator
by means of the “current”-density channel Φ−(x) only
Iˆ(∞) = G0
[
Ψˆ+−Ψˆ−(−∞) − Ψˆ+−Ψˆ−(+∞)
]
, (6)
where G0 = e2/h is the conductance quantum. Now, to solve the model of equations (1)–(6), a well-
known quantum equation of motion (QEM) method can be used. The Heisenberg equations for fermionic
operators take the form (at ∆ = 0)
i~∂t dˆ = γL Xˆ+L Ψˆ−(0) + γR Xˆ+R Ψˆ+−(0), (7)
i~∂t Ψˆ−(x) = −i∂xΨˆ−(x) + δ(x)
(
γL XˆLdˆ − γR Xˆ+R dˆ+
)
, (8)
where δ(x) is the delta function. Integrating equation (8) in a small vicinity of the point x = 0, one
obtains
i
[
Ψˆ−(0+) − Ψˆ−(0−)
]
= γL XˆLdˆ − γR Xˆ+R dˆ+. (9)
In the absence of magnetopolaronic coupling (Xˆ+L(R) = XˆL(R) = 1), equations (7)–(9) are reduced to
equation (6) from reference [11]. Integrating formally equation (7) (similarly to reference [10]) and
substituting the obtained solution into equation (9), one can derive the following basic integral operator
equation in the form of the operator-valued boundary condition at the physical point x = 0:
~
{
Ψˆ−(0+; t) − Ψˆ−(0−; t)
}
= − lim
α→0
t∫
0
dt ′
{ [
γ2L XˆL(t)Xˆ+L (t ′)Ψˆ−(0; t ′) + γLγR Xˆ+R (t)Xˆ+R (t ′)Ψˆ+−(0; t ′)
]
e−α(t−t
′)/~
+
[
γ2R Xˆ
+
R (t)XˆR(t ′)Ψˆ−(0; t ′) + γLγR Xˆ+L (t)Xˆ+L (t ′)Ψˆ+−(0; t ′)
]
e−α(t−t
′)/~
}
. (10)
Central operator equation (10) should be complemented by equation for bosonic operator yˆ. The corre-
sponding Heisenberg equation could be rewritten in the form of the Newton-like equation of motion for
operator yˆ with a quantum analog of Lorentz force in the right-hand side of the equation:(
∂2t + ω
2
0
)
yˆ = −φω0 Iˆ(0) = φω0
[
Ψˆ+−Ψˆ−(0+) − Ψˆ+−Ψˆ−(0−)
]
. (11)
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Here, Iˆ(0) denotes the “MRL-current” operator at the physical point x = 0, i.e., at the boundary with a
quantum dot.
Now, if the magnetopolaronic coupling in the r.h.s. of equation (11) is small (assuming that φ < 1
and, correspondingly, φ2  1) then, to solve a problem of equations (10), (11), one can neglect the
r.h.s. of equation (11), and this corresponds to a more wide assumption regarding the fermion-boson
factorization of all averages.2 Under this assumption (which is similar to the one from reference [10]),
one can replace all the products of nonlinear bosonic operators Xˆ+L(R)(t ′)XˆL(R)(t) and Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t) in
the basic operator equation (10) by corresponding averages with quadratic Hamiltonian of a decoupled
quantum harmonic oscillator (2). As a result, within the approach φ2  1, equation (11) is fulfilled
with its “free” solution of the form: yˆ(t) = (bˆ+0 eiω0t + bˆ0e−iω0t ) (bosonic operators bˆ+0 (bˆ0) describe the
creation (annihilation) of a free vibron and fulfil a standard bosonic commutation relation [bˆ0, bˆ+0 ] = 1).
Thus, all normal 〈Xˆ+L(R)(t ′)XˆL(R)(t)〉 and anomalous 〈Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t)〉 bosonic averages will be defined
by two different infinite sums over the index l (the number of vibrons being emitted or absorbed by the
subsystem of interacting electrons). In these infinite sums, each term will be proportional to a definite
function of l and of inverse temperature β = 1/T (see, e.g., references [10, 13]). Especially, one will have〈
Xˆ+L(R)(t ′)XˆL(R)(t)
〉
= e−φ
2(1+2nb)
+∞∑
l=−∞
Fl(β)eilω0(t′−t) (12)
and 〈
Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t)
〉
= e−φ
2(1+2nb)
+∞∑
l=−∞
(−1)lFl(β)eilω0(t′−t), (13)
where for the functions Fl(β) one has Fl(β) = Il[2φ2
√
nb(1 + nb)]e−β~ω0l/2, and Il(z) is theBessel function
of l-th order of the imaginary argument, nb = (e β~ω0 − 1)−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribution function
(for details see e.g., references [10, 13]). Take notice of an important (−1)l factor in the “anomalous”
sum (13). This factor is a fingerprint of phase coherence conservation during the resonant tunneling and
is the one being responsible for the qualitatively novel physical effect of anomalous magnetopolaronic
blockade being revealed in what follows. Remarkably, corresponding anomalous (or “superconducting”)
averages of the type 〈Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t)〉 were absent in the previous polaronic modification of MRL-
model from reference [10]. Such anomalous averages describe the spatially non-local magnetopolaron-
assisted Andreev-like tunneling (analogous to Andreev reflection of the corresponding spatially non-local
composite fermion in the vicinity of a quantum dot from references [10, 11]). As for a fermionic part of
the problem, following the method of references [10, 11], at resonance by gate voltage (i.e., at ∆ = 0),
one can rewrite the decomposition for Ψˆ−(x, t) fermionic operators from reference [11]:
Ψˆ−(x; t) =
∫
dk
2pi
eik(t−x)
{
aˆk , x < 0,
bˆk , x > 0,
(14)
where aˆ+
k
(aˆk) are the standard fermionic creation (annihilation) operators. [Note that bˆk = t(k)aˆk , where
t(k) is the transmission amplitude.] Hence, similarly to references [10, 11], using equations (6), (11)–(14),
one can write down the Landauer-type transport formula for the average current in the magnetopolaronic
MRL-model:
I¯(eV) = G0
∫
dεRφ0(ε)[nF(ε − µL) − nF(ε − µR)], (15)
where µL − µR = eV and Rφ0(ε) = 1 − |t(ε)|2 is the energy-dependent coefficient of “Andreev-like”
reflection of Ψˆ−-fermions, which determines the transmission coefficient for physical electrons, and
nF(ε) = (eβε + 1)−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function (β−1 = T is the temperature). As usual, at
2Actually, it is possible to show that fermion-boson factorization maintains in this magnetopolaronic Majorana-resonant-level
model at arbitrary tunnel- and magnetopolaronic couplings, meaning that the latter magnetopolaronic MRL-model is exactly
solvable. However, a detailed analysis of this interesting feature of the model is insufficient for the magnetopolaronic blockade
effect being predicted in this paper (because such an effect can be obtained already within the approach φ2  1, as it is shown
here). Hence, we postpone a detailed discussion on magnetopolaronic Majorana-resonant level model in a general case to our
subsequent publication on the subject.
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T → 0, one has nF(ε − µL(R)) → θ(ε − µL(R)) and for the differential conductance of the system G(eV) =
dI¯ (eV )
dV , one can write atT = 0 from equation (15)G(eV) = G0Rφ0(eV). Starting from here, it is reasonable
to consider the most distinct realization of the effect3 for symmetric tunnel couplings γL = γR =
√
Γ0/2.
Since it turns out that zero-temperature “off-set” regime in the bias voltage: µL, µR, Γ0  ~ω0 → 0 (T <
~ω0 , 0) produces the most robust measurable effect, in what follows we restrict ourselves only to that
limit of more general formulae. In the latter case, all virtual vibronic channels contribute corresponding
infinite sums in bosonic averages of equations (12), (13), but due to equations (4), (5) and fermion-boson
factorization approach, one can easily sum up these infinite sums over virtual vibronic channels. Indeed,
as it follows from equations (4), (5) (see also a similar derivation in reference [13]), at t ′ = t or in the
limit ω0 → 0 (which concerns us here), the following (unitarity) condition: ∑+∞−∞ Fl(β) = eφ2 should
fulfil for “normal” bosonic averages 〈Xˆ+L(R)(t)XˆL(R)(t)〉 [since in the low-temperature limit T < ~ω0,
one can put nb ≈ 0 and hence we have e−φ2(1+2nb) ≈ e−φ2]. However, under the same approach (T <
~ω0 , 0 and ~ω0 → 0) for the “anomalous” bosonic averages 〈Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t)〉 in equation (10) due to
prefactors (−1)l in the corresponding infinite sums, one has 〈Xˆ+R(L)(t ′)Xˆ+R(L)(t)〉 = e−2φ
2 , which, obviously,
“breaks” the unitarity of the corresponding Andreev-like resonant tunneling processes [mathematically,
the latter occurs because in the zero-temperature limit for the corresponding anomalous sums, one has∑+∞
−∞(−1)lFl(β) ≈
∑+∞
0 (−1)l(φ2)l/l! = e−φ
2 and, hence, e−φ2
∑+∞
−∞(−1)lFl(β) = e−2φ2].
Thus, in the limits: φ2  1 and ~ω0 → 0, integrating the basic operator equation (10), perform-
ing the mentioned bosonic summation and solving the resulting algebraic equation together with its
hermitian-conjugated equation with respect to t(ε), in the spirit of references [10, 11], one can derive the
following non-trivial formula for the effective transmission coefficient of interacting electrons through
the magnetopolaron coupled Majorana-resonant level in the case of symmetric tunnel coupling
Rφ0(ε) =
(
4Γ20e
−4φ2 )ε2
ε4 + 2Γ20
(
1 + e−4φ2
)
ε2 + Γ40
(
1 − e−4φ2 )2 . (16)
Then, substituting equation (16) into equation (15) in the limit T = 0 and differentiating it with
respect to V , one arrives at the corresponding formula for zero-temperature differential conductance of
the system (see figure 1). First, at φ = 0 and ~ω0 = 0, formula (16) results in: R0 = Γ20/(ε2 + Γ20)
a well-known Breit-Wigner transmission coefficient for resonant tunneling through g = 1/2 TLLRL
model with symmetric tunnel couplings [9, 11]. Remarkably, in the lowest order in the small parameter
φ2  1, the above formula (16) totally coincides (up to redefinition of Γ0 and φ) with formula (16) from
reference [18] for the effective transmission coefficient Deff0 (ω), which was calculated for the polaronic
MRL-model in the limits of perturbation theory in small constant of electromechanical coupling.
In figure 1, the zero-temperature differential conductance with transmission coefficient of equa-
tion (16) is plotted for two limiting cases: i) when φ = 0 (red solid line) and ii) when φ , 0, (φ = 0.5,
blue solid line). From figure 1, one can see a sharp difference between these two cases. Indeed, in the case
φ = 0, we have a usual Lorenzian-shape curve for transmission, while in the case φ , 0 (even at φ2  1),
the destructive interference between different virtual vibronic channels of electron tunneling results in
a strongly nonmonotonous behaviour of the effective transmission (16) and respective zero-temperature
differential conductance (blue curve in figure 1). As a result, the zero-temperature differential conduc-
tance in the case of magnetopolaronic MRL-model at eV , 0 reaches its maximal value [being equal to
G0 exp(−4φ2)] at non-zero bias voltage value (which is approximately equal to Γ0 in such a case, where
φ2  1). Whereas at eV = 0 (i.e., at µL = µR  0), the transmission coefficient Rφ0(0) tends to zero,
contrary to the situation without any quantum vibrations (φ = 0), while at any ε, eV  Γ0 it decreases
smoothly, similarly to the case φ = 0. This fact means that in the magnetopolaronic MRL-system at
zero temperature, in the limit: Γ0  ~ω0 → 0, it is impossible to “compensate” the magnetopolaronic
Franck-Condon blockade (see [19]) of a resonant tunneling [13] even by means of a very high bias voltage
at eV  ~ω0.
Qualitatively, a fermion-boson decoupling in the equations (10)–(13) means that in the magnetopo-
laronic MRLM case, a vibronic subsystem has a complete set of eigenstates, which are just eigenstates
3For asymmetric case the effect will be qualitatively the same although it will be less distinct quantitatively.
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Zero-temperature differential conductance (in the units of conductance quantum
G0) for the effective transmission coefficient from equation (16) in the limit: ε, Γ0  ~ω0 → 0 (while
~ω0 , 0), as a function of bias voltage (in the units of Γ0) for two cases: i) φ = 0 (red solid line); ii)
φ = 0.5 (blue solid line).
of a free quantum harmonic oscillator. Thus, each vibronic eigenfunction (i.e., each eigenfunction of
a magnetopolaron) should have a certain fixed parity which should conserve in the resonant tunneling
process with respect to symmetry transformations of equation (5). Such a parity is equal to (−1)l , where
|l | is the number of nodes of the l-th eigenfunction of a quantum oscillator (or equally, the number of
vibrons in the corresponding vibronic eigenstate).
These fixed parities’ factors could be explained as the ones being “kept” by definite fixed values of the
Aharonov-Bohm (A-B) phases ∆ϕodd/even
l
= pi|l | in each l-th vibronic channel of tunneling (where l can
be either odd or even number). Thus, resonant “Andreev-like” magnetopolaronic tunneling in the MRL-
model turns out to be driven by the values ±pi of Aharonov-Bohm phase differences between any l-th and
l ′-th vibronic channels of magnetopolaron tunneling. One could suppose that in the magnetopolaronic
MRL-model, such fixed values of magnetic A-B phase in each l-th channel of tunneling play the role of
a Berry phase [20, 21], which is acquired by a real electron in the respective virtual vibronic channel of
tunneling. This phase-coherent effect is the one which “drives” the magnetopolaronic MRL-system to the
above described situation of anomalous magnetopolaronic blockade of differential conductance (plotted
in figure 1) in the zero-temperature limit, even at small values of a magnetopolaronic coupling constant
and even in the case of symmetric tunnel coupling.
In conclusion, a novel formula was obtained for a transmission coefficient and respective average
current of strongly interacting electrons in the Majorana-resonant level magnetopolaronic model. As a
result, it was found that in the zero-temperature limit, even in the case of weak magneto-mechanical
coupling, it is impossible to compensate the effect of strong anomalous magnetopolaronic blockade by
means of a bias voltage in the case where the vibron energy is the smallest (nonzero) energy scale in the
system (except the temperature). In principle, this qualitatively new effect, being predicted theoretically
in the above, could be measured experimentally in single-electron transistors with one “short” suspended
and quantum-vibrating in the transverse magnetic field carbon nanotube in the role of a quantum dot
with its one resonant level coupled by means of two tunnel contacts to two proper (and long enough)
carbon nanotubes in the role of the corresponding one-dimensional g = 1/2 Luttinger liquid leads.
One could use the described effect of anomalous magnetopolaronic blockade in MRL-model in order
to detect a possible MRL-type of tunnel coupling in SETs as well as for the estimations of ultra-
small eigenfrequencies and the corresponding zero-point-oscillation amplitudes in a variety of carbon
nanotubes-based MRL magnetopolaronic quantum mesoscopic systems.
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Аномальна магнiтополяронна блокада резонансного
електронного тунелювання в одноелектронних
транзисторах з Майоранiвським резонансним рiвнем при
нульовiй температурi
Г.О. Скоробагатько
Iнститут фiзики конденсованих систем НАН України, вул. Свєнцiцького, 1, 79011 Львiв, Україна
Розглянуто магнiтополяронне узагальнення моделiМайоранiвського резонансного рiвня для однорiвне-
вого вiбруючого (у зовнiшньому перпендикулярному магнiтному полi) квантового доту, який пiд’єднано
до двох довгих (напiв-безкiнечних) Латинжерiвських електродiв з латинжерiвським кореляцiйним пара-
метром, що дорiвнює 1/2. У наближеннi фермiон-бозонної факторизацiї вiдповiдних середнiх отримано
якiсно нову, нетривiальну формулу для ефективного коефiцiєнту проходження електронiв у випадку їх ре-
зонансного магнiтополяронного тунелювання через резонансний Майоранiвський рiвень доту з кванто-
вими вiбрацiями, а також вiдповiдний вираз для диференцiйного кондактансу розглянутої системи. Вико-
ристане в роботi наближення фермiон-бозонної факторизацiї середнiх має сенс у випадку слабкої магнi-
тополяронної (або iнакше, магнiто-механiчної) взаємодiї у системi. Натомiсть, в цiй роботi було виявлено,
що, незважаючи на використану умову слабкостi взаємодiї мiж фермiонною та бозонною пiдсистемами,
сильнокорельований електронний транспорт у розглянутiй специфiчнiй моделi демонструє риси сильної
(тож, вiдповiдно, “аномальної”)магнiтополяронної блокади при нульовiй температурi, якщо енергiя кван-
ту механiчної вiбрацiї (або вiброну) є найменшим (але ненульовим) енергетичним параметром системи.
Такий ефект слiд iнтерпретувати як фазовокогерентне магнiтополяронне резонансне тунелювання Андрi-
ївського типу, яке витiкає iз специфiчної, Майоранiвської симетрiї розглянутого тунельного гамiльтонiа-
ну з магнiтополяронним зв’язком. Ефект, передбачений в цiй роботi, може бути використаний як маркер
експериментальної реалiзацiї Майоранiвського резонансного рiвня в одноелектронних транзисторах, а
також як спосiб експериментального вимiрювання ультра-слабких нульових коливань пiдвiшених вугле-
цевих нанотрубок при тунелюваннi крiзь них електронiв у режимi Майоранiвського резонансного рiвня
вiдповiдного одноелектронного транзистора.
Ключовi слова: електронне тунелювання, модель Майоранiвського резонансного рiвня, рiдина
Латинжера, рефермiонiзацiя, магнiто-механiчний зв’язок, магнiтополярон
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